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ABSTRACT
Hashing has been widely used in large-scale image retrieval. Supervised information such as semantic
similarity and class label, and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has greatly improved the quality
of hash codes and hash functions. However, due to the explosive growth of web data, existing hashing
methods can not well perform on emerging images of new classes. In this paper, we propose a
novel hashing method based on orthogonal projection of both image and semantic attribute, which
constrains the generated binary codes in orthogonal space should be orthogonal with each other when
they belong to different classes, otherwise be same. This constraint guarantees that the generated
hash codes from different categories have equal Hamming distance, which also makes the space more
discriminative within limited code length. To improve the performance, we also extend our method
with a deep model. Experiments of both our linear and deep model on three popular datasets show
that our method can achieve competitive results, specially, the deep model can outperform all the
listed state-of-the-art approaches.
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1. Introduction
There is an increasing number of researchers contribute their
great endeavours on large-scale image or video retrieval due to
its wide practical utilities(Bakhtiary et al., 2017; Zhang et al.,
2017b; Chen et al., 2016; Lv et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018,
2017c). Hashing is a powerful and well-known large-scale im-
age retrieval technique, which encode the real-valued image
into binary codes, such as ’0/1’ or ’-1/+1’. Processed by hash-
ing methods, large-scale image dataset can be compressed with
small storage cost and retrieved efficiently using Hamming dis-
tance or bit-wise XOR operation.
The earlier hashing methods are data-independent, such as
Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) (Gionis et al., 1999) which
hashes input items so that similar items map to the same bucket
with high probability, but it is verified that LSH cannot get sat-
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isfactory results in many scenarios. There are two categories of
data dependent hashing methods, include unsupervised hashing
such as Anchor Graph Hashing (AGH) (Liu et al., 2011) and
supervised hashing like Canonical Correlation Analysis based
Iterative Quantization (CCA-ITQ) (Gong et al., 2013). With the
auxiliary information like category label or semantic similarity,
supervised hashing often can achieve excellent performance be-
cause supervising information can assist to explore the intrinsic
property in the training data.
Earlier Hashing methods often use handcraft features such
as GIST (Liu et al., 2017b) or SIFT (Carreira-Perpina´n and
Raziperchikolaei, 2015), which can achieve great improvement,
but still cannot meet our demands on many applications. For-
tunately, at near recent, due to the great development of deep
learning, hashing methods begin to extract deep features via
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which inherit high dis-
criminative property and often get state-of-the-art performance,
e.g. Deep Hahing (DH) (Erin Liong et al., 2015) and Deep Bi-
nary Descriptor (Deepbit) (Lin et al., 2016) directly apply CNN
layers in their models to improve the performance, and BDNN
2(Do et al., 2016) exploits pre-extracted deep features as its train-
ing input.
We should have noticed that the conventional supervised
hashing methods usually require the query data and the train-
ing data must have the same distribution, means that the classes
of query data should appear in the training classes. However,
along with the explosive growth of web data, the requirement
is becoming increasingly difficult to be satisfied because the
images of new semantic concepts are emerging rapidly. It is
costly to label sufficient training data for the new emerged se-
mantic categories, and unrealistic to retrain the hash function
when new concept appears. Therefore, it is necessary to find
new hashing methods to solve the retrieval problem of the new
classes.
Zero-shot Recognition (ZSR) (Long et al., 2017b, 2016,
2017a) aims to learning a classification model which is trained
on the samples belong to seen classes, but can be transferred to
be applied on test data belongs to unseen classes. In ZSR, seen
and unseen classes are usually related in a high dimensional
vector space, which is called semantic embedding space. Such
a space is often an attribute space or a word vector space. There-
fore, to solve the hashing problem of new classes, the best way
is to adopt the technique of semantic embedding. As illustrated
in figure (1), if we do not have the class ’wildebeest’ in training
set, but we have the description in ’Wikipedia’: “’wildebeest’
is a large antelope living in the African steppe, the head of the
wildebeest is thick and shoulder-wide, like a buffalo; the rear is
slender, more horse-like”.1 Hence, the properties of ’antelope’,
’buffalo’ and ’horse’ can be transferred to ’wildebeest’ to build
a hash function.
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Fig. 1. Framework of Zero-shot Hashing, which is trained only on seen
classes, but should be well generalised on unseen classes.
Y. Yang et al. (Yang et al., 2016) utilised the advantages
of ZSR to solve the problem of zero-shot image retrieval, and
proposed a method called Zero-shot Hashing (ZSH) via Trans-
ferring Supervised Knowledge (TSK), which exploits Discrete
Supervised Hashing (DSH) to generate binary codes, and then
projects the generated binary codes into semantic embedding
space, and force these codes to have their original semantic
concepts. SitNet (Guo et al., 2017) is another ZSH method,
which takes advantages of powerful feature extraction ability
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wildebeest
of CNN, and construct a loss function including center loss and
max-margin loss to optimise the network model. However, the
center loss and the max-margin loss in SitNet play similar role
in enlarging the distance between classes. Moreover, because
of the limitation of binary code length, the max-margin loss
also have the problem that it might make some classes have
large distance while some have very small distance, which of-
ten leads to discriminative confusion.
In this paper, we propose an orthogonal projection based
Zero-shot Hashing model, which can avoid the disadvantage
of max-margin loss. The propose method projects both im-
age and semantic attribute into binary orthogonal space, and
obliges them to be orthogonal with each other if they belong to
different categories, otherwise to be same. This constraint can
guarantee that the generated binary vectors of different seman-
tic concepts have equal Hamming distance, which is half the
code length. The orthogonal constraint is better than the max-
margin loss, because it can create more discriminative semantic
binary space to alleviate the confusion. Moreover, to exploit
the powerful tool of deep learning, we extend our method with
a deep model, which might greatly improve the performance.
In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper,
1) We propose a novel method base on orthogonal projection
to solve the Zero-shot Hashing problem, which can generate
effective binary codes for the unseen classes by transferring
the semantic concepts of the seen classes.
2) We build a Zero-shot Hashing framework, which takes both
images and semantic attribute as input and generate their
corresponding binary codes, which is obliged to be orthog-
onal with each other when they belong to same category,
otherwise to be same. This constraint force the generated
binary code of different classes to have equal Hamming
distance, which can guarantee more discriminative space
within limited code length.
3) We extend our method with a deep model, which utilises the
powerful non-linear fitting ability of deep learning. With the
deep model, our method can achieve great improvement.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we give a brief review of recent methods on Hashing, Zero-shot
Learning and Zero-shot Hashing. The details of our method for
linear projection and deep projection are both described in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 reports the experimental results of our method
on three popular datasets. Finally, we conclude this paper in
Section 5.
2. Related Works
In this section, we briefly review some related works on hash-
ing, zeros-shot learning and zero-shot hashing.
2.1. Hashing
Hashing is one of similarity searching techniques, it encodes
images (Liu et al., 2017c,a), videos (Wu et al., 2017) etc. into
binary codes for low-cost storage and effective searching. One
of the earliest hashing method is LSH (Gionis et al., 1999),
which is data-independent and differs from conventional and
3cryptographic hash functions because it aims to maximize the
probability of a collision for similar items. But this type of
methods can not obtain satisfactory performance on retrieval
tasks, thence data-dependent approaches are proposed to solve
this problem.
Data-dependent methods can be classified into two cate-
gories: unsupervised and supervised hashing. Unsupervised
hashing methods exploit statistical or graph based approaches
to mine the latent properties in the data, which is used to opti-
mise the hash functions, such as K-Means Hashing (KMH) (He
et al., 2013), which performs k-means clustering and learns the
binary indices of the quantized cells. Graph based unsuper-
vised hashing methods like AGH (Liu et al., 2011) and Induc-
tive Manifold Hashing (IMH) (Shen et al., 2013) usually con-
struct graphs from training images and optimise hash functions
by preserving the graph structures. Supervised hashing use the
labels of training data as guiding information to optimise hash
function, and greatly improve the performance comparing to
unsupervised hashing. Supervised hashing techniques has been
emerging continuously in recent years, representative methods
include Supervised Discrete Hashing (SDH) (Shen et al., 2015;
Gui et al., 2017), Kernelised Supervised Hashing (KSH) (Liu
et al., 2012), etc. Recently, with the success of deep learn-
ing, many researchers turn to adopt CNN into hashing. DH
(Erin Liong et al., 2015) and Deepbit (Lin et al., 2016) are two
representative unsupervised deep hashing methods. Supervised
deep hashing algorithm like Deep Supervised Hashing (DSH)
(Liu et al., 2016), Supervised Semantic-preserving Deep Hash-
ing (SSDH) (Yang et al., 2017) can achieve competitive results.
2.2. Zero-shot Learning
Since visual attributes (Ferrari and Zisserman, 2008) has
been proposed, extensive researches (Kankuekul et al., 2012;
Lampert et al., 2009) have been conducted on how to learn in-
termediate attribute classifiers for zero-shot learning tasks. Ac-
cording to the ways of using the features and attributes, we sim-
ply divide the methods into four categories, including Compati-
bility Learning, Transductive Learning and Synthetic Learning.
For the first category, Compatibility Learning framework
learns linear or non-linear projection from feature space to
attribute space or latent space by using only seen features
and attributes, and then is applied on unseen features. These
methods include linear models like Direct Attribute Predic-
tion (DAP) (Lampert et al., 2014), Deep Visual Semantic Em-
bedding (DEVISE) (Frome et al., 2013), Attribute Label Em-
bedding (ALE) (Akata et al., 2016), Structured Joint Embed-
ding (SJE) (Akata et al., 2015), Semantic Auto-Encoder (SAE)
(Kodirov et al., 2017), and non-linear models, such as Latent
Embedding (LATEM) (Xian et al., 2016), and Semantically
Consistent Regularization (SCoRe) (Morgado and Vasconce-
los, 2017). For the second category, Transductive Learning (Fu
et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2016) is a new proposed research direc-
tion of ZSL, which postulates that in zero-shot learning problem
seen class source including features and their corresponding at-
tributes are provided, also the unlabelled target domain data is
collected for learning a mapping function. Although transduc-
tive learning can greatly reduce the domain shift problem, the
setting of it differs from the original purpose of zero-shot learn-
ing because the target domain data should be strictly inaccessi-
ble. The last category, Synthetic learning (Zhang et al., 2017a;
Lu et al., 2017; Long et al., 2017b) is a new type of method
for zero-shot learning, which synthesise new features or new
models from original semantic embeddings, and then use con-
ventional classifiers such as SVM, LDA to train a model.
ZSL related methods often rely on the intermediate attributes,
which represent the semantic embeddings of both seen and un-
seen classes. Conventional attributes (Huang et al., 2015) are
high dimensional, and usually annotated by experts with real
values, this type of annotation need expert knowledge, and
cost a lot of manpower. To solve this problem, some meth-
ods (Al-Halah and Stiefelhagen, 2017) turn to use Word2Vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) to generate attributes based on the
dataset ’Wikipedia’. However, the textual description of the
’Wikipedia’ might be very noisy and not directly related to the
visual appearance, which often lead to great degradation of per-
formance. Another semantic attribute representation is based
on similarity, which can be annotated by humans (Yu et al.,
2013) or textual vectors (Demirel et al., 2017).
2.3. Zero-shot Hashing
ZSH utilised the advantages of semantic embeddings to solve
the problem of zero-shot image retrieval. As we have known,
there are only two methods designed directly for ZSH, which
are TSK (Yang et al., 2016) and SitNet (Guo et al., 2017). TSK
exploits SDH (Shen et al., 2015) to generate binary codes, and
then projects the generated binary codes into semantic embed-
ding space, and force these codes to have their original semantic
concepts. SitNet adopts CNN into its framework, and construct
a loss function including center loss and max-margin loss to
optimise the network model. However, the center loss and the
max-margin loss in SitNet play similar role in enlarging the dis-
tance between classes. Moreover, because of the limitation of
binary code length, the max-margin loss also have the problem
that it might make some classes have large distance while some
have very small distance, which often leads to discriminative
confusion.
3. Methodology
3.1. Problem Definition
Let Y = {y1, · · · , ys} and Z = {z1, · · · , zu} denote a set
of s seen and u unseen class labels, and they are disjoint
Y ∩ Z = ∅. Similarly, let AY = {ay1, · · ·, ays} ∈ RdA×s and
AZ = {az1, · · ·, azu} ∈ RdA×u denote the corresponding s seen
and u unseen attributes respectively. Given the training data
in 3-tuple of N seen samples: (x1, a1, y1), · · · , (xN , aN , yN) ⊆
Xs × AY × Y, where Xs is N seen images and the preliminary
knowledge for testing is u pairs of attributes and their corre-
sponding labels:(aˆ1, zˆ1), · · · , (aˆu, zˆu) ⊆ AZ × Z. Zero-shot
Hashing aims to learn a hash function H(x): xi → {−1, 1}`
to compute the binary code of the input image from both seen
and unseen classes, where ` is the selected binary code length,
xi ∈ Xs∪Xu and Xu is unseen samples, which is totally unavail-
able during training. The learned hash function H(x) should
4not only guarantee that the generated binary codes of same cat-
egory have short Hamming distance, but also generalise well on
unseen classes.
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Fig. 2. Framework of our method.
3.1.1. Framework of Our Method
The training framework of our method is illustrated in fig-
ure (2). There are two branches in our architecture: the upper
part is the hash functionH , which generates binary codes from
images, and the bottom part is the mapping function K which
computes binary codes from class names. When the input im-
age and the input class name belong to same class, the gener-
ated binary code should be same with each other, otherwise,
they should be orthogonal to each other. Hence, the inner prod-
uct of the generated binary codes should be ` for same category
and 0 for different categories. In the upper part hash function
H , we adopt a pre-trained GoogleNet (Szegedy et al., 2015)
to extract features from input images, and in the bottom part
mapping function K , we utilise the Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013) to generate class attributes from category names. For the
sake of simplicity, we replace the hash function H with a non-
linear function F(X;W), where X = {x1, · · · , xN} ∈ RN×dX is
the extracted features from images, and replace the mapping
function K with another non-linear function G(A;W), where
A = {a1, · · · , aC} ∈ RC×dA .
3.2. Linear Model
3.2.1. Objective
Given an input feature matrix X and an input attribute matrix
A, according to the framework in figure (2), suppose the output
of the hash function F(X) = XW1 is B1, and the output of the
mapping function G(A) = AW2 is B2. Then the linear loss
function can be designed as,
min
W1,W2,B1,B2
‖XW1 − B1‖2F + ‖AW2 − B2‖2F + α‖XW1(AW2)T − `S‖2F
+ γ‖W1‖2F + κ‖W2‖2F
s.t. B1 = B2, B1 ∈ {−1, 1}n×`, B2 ∈ {−1, 1}n×`,
(1)
where, ‖·‖2F is the Frobenius norm, and B1 = B2 is the constraint
that guarantee the generated binary codes should be same from
both features and attributes. The third term constrains that the
binary codes generated from the feature and the attribute which
belong to same category should be same, otherwise should be
orthogonal, and S is a similarity matrix, where si j = 1 if the
feature xi and a j came from same category, otherwise si j = 0.
α, γ, κ are three balancing coefficients.
To solve the dependency B1 = B2, we exploit a Lagrange
multiplier and rewrite the equation (1) as,
min
W1,W2,B1,B2
‖XW1 − B1‖2F + ‖AW2 − B2‖2F + α‖XW1(AW2)T − `S‖2F
+ β‖B1 − B2‖2F + γ‖W1‖2F + κ‖W2‖2F
s.t. B1 ∈ {−1, 1}n×`, B2 ∈ {−1, 1}n×`,
(2)
where, β is a balancing coefficient same as α, γ, κ.
3.2.2. Optimisation
The equation (2) has four variables W1,W2, B1, B2, and the
function is a non-convex problem with the binary constraints.
As we have known that there is no direct method to solve this
problem. Therefore, we solve it via iterative optimising one
variable with other variables fixed.
B2 step: With W1, W2, B1 fixed, we can get,
min
B2
‖AW2 − B2‖2F + β‖B1 − B2‖2F
s.t. B2 ∈ {−1, 1}n×`.
(3)
Equation (3)can be easily written to,
min
B2
− tr(BT2 (AW2 + βB1))
s.t. B2 ∈ {−1, 1}n×`,
(4)
which has the optimal solution,
B2 = sgn(AW2 + βB1). (5)
B1 step: With W1, W2, B2 fixed, we can get,
min
B1
‖XW1 − B1‖2F + β‖B1 − B2‖2F
s.t. B1 ∈ {−1, 1}n×`,
(6)
which can be easily rewritten as,
min
B1
− tr(BT1 (XW1 + βB2))
s.t. B1 ∈ {−1, 1}n×`.
(7)
it is readily solved as,
B1 = sgn(XW1 + +βB2). (8)
W1 step: With W2, B1, B2 fixed, we can get,
min
W1
‖XW1 − B1‖2F + α‖XW1(AW2)T − `S‖2F + γ‖W1‖2F . (9)
We derivative Eq. (9) with regard to W1, and then set it to
zero, we can get the following formulation,
(XXT + γI)W1 + αXT XW1(AW2)T AW2 = XT B1 + α`XTSAW2.
(10)
5We define Â1 = (αXT X)−1(XT X + γI), B̂1 = (AW2)T AW2,
Ĉ1 = (αXT X)−1(XT B1 + α`XTSAW2), then the equation (10)
can be rewritten as,
Â1W1 +W1B̂1 = Ĉ1. (11)
Equation (11) is a well-know Sylvester equation which can
be solved efficiently by the Bartels-Stewart algorithm(Bartels
and Stewart, 1972). In Matlab, it can be solved by using only
one line code W1 = sylvester(Â1, B̂1, Ĉ1)2.
W2 step: With W1, B1, B2 fixed, we can get,
min
W2
‖AW2 − B2‖2F + α‖XW1(AW2)T − `S‖2F + κ‖W2‖2F . (12)
We derivative Eq. (12) with regard to W1, and then set it to
zero, we can get the following formulation,
(AAT + κI)W2 + αAT AW2(XW1)T XW1 = AT B2 + α`ATST XW1
(13)
Similarly, we define Â2 = (αAT A)−1(AT A + κI), B̂2 =
(XW1)T XW1, Ĉ2 = (αAT A)−1(AT B2 +α`ATST XW1), then the
equation (13) can be rewritten as,
Â2W2 +W2B̂2 = Ĉ2. (14)
Similar as the equation (11), we can get the result using W2 =
sylvester(Â2, B̂2, Ĉ2).
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3.3. Deep Orthogonal Projection Network
To obtain better hash function, we adopt the deep structure
to extend our linear model into deep model, which is illustrated
in figure (3). In our deep model, the hash function utilise three
full connection layers, which are dX → dX(ReLU) → `(tanh),
and the mapping function exploits two full connection layers,
which are dA → `(tanh).
Given an input feature xi extracted from image Ii, and an in-
put attribute a j generated from class name t j, suppose the out-
put of hash function F(xi) is bi ∈ {−1, 1}`, and the output of
2https://uk.mathworks.com/help/matlab/ref/sylvester.html
mapping function G(a j) is b j ∈ {−1, 1}`. When the feature xi
and the attribute a j belong to same category, we should oblige
the corresponding generated binary code to be same, which also
means that the inner product of them should be the code length
`, otherwise, if they come from different category, we force the
Hamming distance of the generated binary codes should be half
of code length, which also means that the inner product of them
should be 0. Here we do not use the max-margin loss to force
the binary codes of different classes to have largest Hamming
distance, because the code length is limited, which may lead to
bad localisation that parts of categories have large distance in
Hamming space and some of them have similar binary codes.
Therefore, by mixing the features and attributes and construct-
ing the training pairs, the the loss function can be designed as,
min
W
− 1
K
K∑
k=1
(sk ln
Pk
`
+ (1 − sk) ln(1 − Pk
`
)), (15)
where, K is the number of training samples, Pk is the inner
product of bi and b j, and sk ∈ {0, 1} is similarity of xi and a j.
3.4. Training Pairs Sampling
In this paper, we need not only the similar pairs which in-
clude features and their corresponding attributes, but also the
dissimilar pairs which contain features and attributes that they
belong to different classes, e.g. a feature belongs to the type of
Chimpanzee and an attribute belongs to the type of Chimpanzee
construct a similar pair, and a feature of Chimpanzee and an at-
tribute of Leopard are made of a dissimilar pair. In our linear
model, we construct the similar matrix S = {0, 1}N×N , where if
the feature and the attribute are similar, the entry of S is si j = 1,
else si j = 0. In our deep orthogonal projection network, we
set the input as 3-tuple vector (xi, ai, si), where if the feature
xi and the attribute a j belong to same class, then sk is set to
1, otherwise set to 0. At each epoch, similar pairs are selected
using all the features and their corresponding attributes, thus
there are N similar pairs; dissimilar pairs are made of all the
features and randomly picked dissimilar attributes, which also
forms N dissimilar pairs, thus we have K = 2N pairs in each
epoch. Besides, at the beginning of each epoch, we regenerate
the dissimilar pairs and shuffle the K input pairs.
4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and Semantic Embeddings
In our experiments, we employ three popular datasets, in-
cluding Animals with Attributes (AWA) (Lampert et al., 2014),
CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky, 2009), and ImageNet (Deng et al.,
2009).
AWA Dataset AWA is a coarse-grained and medium-scale
dataset, which contains 30,475 images coming from 50 animal
categories. This dataset is widely used for Zero-shot Learning
(ZSL).
CIFAR-10 CIFAR-10 contains 10 non-overlapping classes
and each class consists of 6,000 images, leading to a total of
60,000 images, and each image has the size of 32×32. CIFAR-
10 is often used for evaluating hashing models.
6ImageNet ImageNet is a large scale vision dataset, which
is organised according to the WordNet (Miller, 1995) hierar-
chy. In this experiment, we utilise the subset of ImageNet for
the Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC2012),
which has 1K categories, and totally about 1.3M images. Ima-
geNet is often used as large scale dataset for evaluating visual
recognition models.
Semantic Embeddings Semantic embeddings play an im-
portant role in zero-shot related learning methods, it transfer
knowledge from seen classes to unseen classes. In our experi-
ments, we exploit the Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) to ex-
tract 300 dimensional semantic vectors from class names.
4.2. Settings
We adopt the same settings as that described in (Yang et al.,
2016; Guo et al., 2017) for all the three datasets. For dataset
AWA, we split all the 50 classes into 5 groups randomly, and
each group has 10 classes. We use one group as the unseen con-
cepts and other four groups are set as the seen concepts, thence
we have 5 different splits. For dataset CIFAR-10, we randomly
select one category as unseen class and the left nine classes are
set as seen classes for training, thence we can obtain 10 differ-
ent splits. For the largest dataset ImageNet, we randomly select
100 categories form the total 1K categories, and can get about
130,000 images. We randomly pick 10 categories as the unseen
concepts and the left 90 classes are set as the seen concepts.
For all the three datasets, we randomly choose 10,000 images
from the seen classes as the training set, and randomly pick
1,000 images from the unseen classes as the query set. The left
unseen images and all the seen images are merged to construct
the retrieval database, e.g. for dataset AWA, 1000 images from
10 unseen classes are set as the query set, and the left 29,475
images are set as the retrieval database.
We implement both linear and deep models of our method,
and compare them with eight state-of-the-art method, includ-
ing Discrete Similarity Transfer Network (SitNet) (Guo et al.,
2017), Iterative Quantisation (ITQ) (Gong et al., 2013), Induc-
tive Manifold Hashing (IMH) (Shen et al., 2013), Kernelised
Supervised Hashing (KSH) (Liu et al., 2012), Supervised Dis-
crete Hashing (SDH) (Shen et al., 2015), Deep Hashing Net-
work (DHN) (Zhu et al., 2016), Deep Neural Network Hashing
(DNNH) (Lai et al., 2015), and Transferring Supervised Knowl-
edge (TSK) (Yang et al., 2016). In these eight methods, ITQ
and IMH are unsupervised hashing approaches, SDH and KSH
are two supervised methods, DHN, DNNH, and SitNet are three
CNN based methods, TSK and SitNet are the only two methods
completely designed for Zero-shot Hashing.
We adopt the two popular evaluation metrics, mean Aver-
age Precision (mAP) and Precision within Hamming radius 2
(Precision@r2), in our experiments. The results for these two
metrics in our experiments are directly cited from (Guo et al.,
2017), and the retrieved results on CIFAR-10 of the eight meth-
ods are implemented by ourselves or using the codes provided
by the authors or the others.
In our experiments, for the sake of simplicity, we use the ex-
tracted features with the pre-trained GoogleNet model (Szegedy
et al., 2015). In linear model, we set α = β = 1, γ = κ = 0.0001,
and to avoid the singularity of XT X and AT A, we add an auxil-
iary matrix ωI to them, where ω = 0.0001. In our deep model,
the learning rate is set as 10−4, the training batch size is set as
20, and the training iteration is 2 × 105.
4.3. Comparison
4.3.1. Retrieval Precision
All the comparing methods are implemented on four differ-
ent code lengths, 8 bits, 16 bits, 32 bits and 48 bits. Since there
are 10 splits for datasets AWA and CIFAR-10, we compute the
metrics of mAP and Precision@r2 using the 10 splits, and then
record the average results of them. For dataset ImageNet, we
firstly generate 10 different splits randomly, and then execute
our method on each split and obtain 10 different performances,
which are averaged and recorded as the final result at last. We
plot the mAP in figure (4) and present the Precision@r2 in fig-
ure (5). It can be noticed that our method of deep model almost
outperforms all the baseline methods mentioned above. Be-
sides, we also have the following observations.
In figure (4) and figure (5), the performance of the two su-
pervised methods, DSH and KSH, degraded greatly comparing
to the performance on seen classes, which might be caused by
the fact that the supervised information does not include the un-
seen classes, and lead to over fitting on the unseen classes. on
the contrary, the unsupervised methods do not need supervised
information, so the performances do not reduce too much. The
deep network based methods like DNNH and SitNet performs
better than most of the listed approaches, which is due to the
powerful fitting ability of deep network. SitNet and TSK get
better results than almost all of the remaining methods except
ours, because these two methods are designed using the seman-
tic embeddings, and their purpose is to transfer their model to
fit the unseen classes.
For the metric of mAP, our linear model achieves similar per-
formance as TSK, and a little worse than SitNet, which is deep
network based method and has great fitting ability. For the met-
ric of Precision@r2, our linear model perform bad on short code
length, but can obtain significant improvement on long code
length, and can outperform all the listed eight methods.
Our deep model can outperform all the eight methods on
datasets AWA and CIFAR-10, and can win at 32 bits and 48
bits on dataset ImageNet for both mAP and Precision@r2. The
Precision@r2 curves of all the listed eight methods declines
when the code length is longer than 32 bits, while our method
of both linear and deep models can still keep the upward trend
on dataset AWA and ImageNet. The Precision@r2 on dataset
CIFAR-10 has a little drop when the code length is 48 bits com-
paring to the performance on 32 bits.
The performance of our deep methods can exceed a lot on all
the four types of code length on dataset CIFAR-10. On dataset
AWA and ImageNet, our deep model surpass the bigger gap
when the code length is longer. This phenomenon is caused by
the category numbers of the datasets, e.g. the CIFAR-10 has
10 categories, which is less than most the code lengths, thence
there is enough space to place all the semantic binary vectors
of all the 10 classes. While AWA has 50 categories, which is
longer than all the code lengths, thence when the code length
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Fig. 4. Mean Average Precision (mAP) on three popular datasets. Ours(D) and Ours(L) represent the deep model and the linear model of our method
respectively.
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Fig. 5. Precision with Hamming radius 2 on three popular datasets. Ours(D) and Ours(L) represent the deep model and the linear model of our method
respectively.
is increasing, the orthogonal space can be placed with more
orthogonal semantic binary vectors.
4.3.2. Retrieved Images
To show the performance of our method more intuitively, we
randomly select one query image as example from the class
’truck’ of the dataset CIFAR-10, and exhibit the top twenty re-
trieved images by all the listed methods and our deep model on
code length 48 bits. Additionally, we also computed the cor-
responding mAPs of the returned 20 images for all the meth-
ods. It can be seen that the proposed method can achieve more
satisfying results and get higher mAP comparing to the listed
other methods. Among the retrieved images, our method gets
eight false-positive images, which are least among all the listed
approaches. Besides, our method can get six correct results
of the top ten retrieved images, which are also the most cor-
rect returned images. The false-positive returned images of our
method mainly lie in the class ’automobile’, which is the most
similar word as ’truck’ in all the nine class names. Such failure
cases also support that our resultant binary codes are learned
using the knowledge of the seen classes. In comparison, the
reason behind the failure cases of other conventional methods
such as KSH and ITQ are easier to be found out, e.g. ’frog’ is
a false-positive of ’truck’ because they have the similar color
feature. Our method utilises the semantic embeddings and con-
structs enough orthogonal vector space, which must be the rea-
son why it can outperform other methods.
4.4. Detailed Analysis
4.4.1. Precision and Recall
Since AWA has 50 categories and CIFAR-10 has 10 classes,
which can be selected as two representative datasets, represent
large and small class scale dataset respectively, we draw three
types of curves, Precision-Recall (P-R), Precision@N retrieved
images, Recall@N retrieved images on both datasets AWA and
CIFAR-10 in figure (7) and figure (8). In figure (7), it can be
observed that the performance is getting better when the code
length is increasing, while in figure (8), these curves are not
separate clearly, meaning that the the performance on different
code length is nearly same as each other. Therefore, these phe-
nomenons also support the fact that when we have longer code
8Methods Query Retrieved Images mAP
SitNet (Guo et al., 2017)
Query image
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Fig. 6. Qualitative results on CIFAR-10 Dataset with queried images of truck. Returned samples with red boxes are false-positive. The mAP is computed
with the 20 returned images, from which we can find that our method can outperform all the listed methods.
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Fig. 7. Illustration of Precision and Recall Rate for different code length on dataset AWA.
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Fig. 8. Illustration of Precision and Recall Rate for different code length on dataset CIFAR-10.
length we can place more semantic binary vectors in orthogonal
space, but when the code length is long enough for placing the
total class vectors, the performance will not change any more.
The P-R curves which plot the precision and recall rates at
different searching Hamming radius r = {0, 1, · · · , ` − 1, `},
where ` is the code length. In figure (7a) and figure (8a), the
first marker of the P-R curves stand for the precision and re-
call rate at Hamming radius r = 0; the second maker means
9Table 1. Top 5 shortest average Hamming Distance (aHD) on 32 bits binary
codes of retrieved classes on dataset AWA.
query class
Top-5 returned classes
1 2 3 4 5
HD class HD class HD class HD class HD class
7 10.5 7 10.7 21 11.3 49 12.8 37 14.5 28
9 6.6 9 6.6 18 7.4 3 8.6 50 15.1 24
23 14.3 21 14.6 23 14.6 37 14.6 49 15 16
24 14 24 14.2 36 14.5 4 14.5 45 14.9 18
30 11.7 44 12.1 34 12.4 26 12.9 12 13 30
31 9.5 31 12.7 1 13.1 40 14 15 16.4 16
34 6.9 26 7.6 34 7.7 44 10.4 12 10.4 29
41 10.8 41 12.1 15 14.3 13 15.5 22 15.6 32
47 13.2 14 13.4 47 15.9 24 16.4 28 16.5 19
50 8.3 3 8.6 9 8.7 18 9 50 15.5 24
the precision and recall rate at Hamming radius r = 1, and so
on. It is noticeable that the points at different searching Ham-
ming radius are not aligned, and when we have short Hamming
distance, we can obtain high recall rate but low precision.
The Precision@N curves in figure (7b) and figure (8b) rep-
resent the precision on N retrieved images, and the Recall@N
curves in figure (7c) and figure (8c) stand for the recall rate on
N retrieved images. On dataset AWA, both the Precision@N
and the Recall@N curves can achieve better performance when
the code length is raising. But on dataset CIFAR-10, since
the shortest code length is enough for placing all the semantic
binary vectors on orthogonal space, we can get similar Preci-
sion@N and the Recall@N curves on all the four types of code
lengths.
4.4.2. Relationship of classes
In this subsection, we select AWA as the test dataset to
find the relationship between the unseen classes and the seen
classes. The average Hamming Distances (HD) on 32 bits bi-
nary codes of top 5 retrieved classes are recorded in table (1). It
can be obviously found that there are 5 classes in the top-1 and
8 classes in top-2 returned classes, only class 50 and class 30
appear in top-4 and top-5 returned classes respectively.
The worst examples are the class 30 and the class 50. The
class 30 is ‘bat’, which is not seen in the training classes, and
its most semantic similar classes of Word2Vec in the 40 seen
classes are ‘mouse’(class 44), ‘rat’(class 34), ‘hamster’(class
26) and ‘mole’(class 12), which all have similar visual appear-
ance. Although the returned class of smallest HD is not the
class ‘bat’, the variance of Hamming distances between top-1
and top-5 classes is very small, and the biggest gap between
them is only 1.3, which confirms that our method can transfer
semantic knowledge of the seen classes to the unseen classes.
The class 50 is ’dolphin’, and its three most similar semantic
classes are ‘killer+whale’(class 3), ‘blue+whale’(class 9) and
‘humperback+whale’(class 12), which can also be verified in
table (1).
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new zero-shot hashing method,
which projects both images and class names into an orthog-
onal binary space, where the generated binary codes are or-
thogonal to each other when they belong to different categories,
otherwise to be same. This strategy guarantees that the binary
codes of different classes have equal Hamming distance, which
can create more discriminative space within limited code length
than conventional max-margin loss. We also extend our method
with a deep model, which convert the linear projection of hash
function into non-linear one. Extensive experiments have been
carried out and the results show that our method of both linear
model and deep model can get competitive results comparing
to the state-of-the-art methods.
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